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ABSTRACT 
A general matrix expression for the asymptotic covariance matrix of correlation 
coefficients is derived. It is applicable when the data are drawn from any distribution 
with finite fourth order moments. The result is specialized to the cases where the data 
have a distribution from the elliptical class and where the sample covariance matrix 
has a noncentral Wishart distribution. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent issue of this journal, Nel [lo] derived a matrix expression for 
the asymptotic covariance matrix of sample correlation coefficients. This 
result was derived under the assumption that the data have a multivariate 
normal distribution and is a matrix form of a result obtained in scalar notation 
by Pearson and FiIon [12], Hsu [4], and OIkin and Siotani [ll]. The main 
purpose of the present paper is to generalise Nel’s result to include nonnor- 
maI distributions. A matrix expression for the asymptotic covariance matrix of 
sample correlation coefficients will be obtained in the situation where the 
observation vectors are independently and identically distributed according 
to a multivariate distribution which is assumed only to have finite fourth 
order moments. Typical elements of the asymptotic covariance matrix de- 
rived here have been obtained in scalar notation by Isserlis [5], Hsu [4], and 
Steiger and Hakstian [14, 151. Mooijaart [8] has provided a convenient 
method for calculating an estimate of this covariance matrix. 
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The main result is specialized to situations where the observations have a 
distribution from the elliptical class and where the sample covariance matrix 
has a noncentral Wishart distribution. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Suppose that the sample consists of n + 1 independent realizations of a 
p X 1 vector variate, X, which has some distribution with mean vector p and 
covariance matrix Z. The correlation matrix which corresponds to Z will be 
represented by 
P=(DiagZ) ~ “‘Z(Diag Z) I”. (24 
with typical element pii. 
Let S be the usual unbiased estimator of Z, and let R be the correspond- 
ing sample correlation matrix. The p2 X 1 vector formed by stacking columns 
of a p x p matrix S will be represented by vet S. It will be convenient to 
adopt double subscripts for elements of this vector. Thus [vet S] i j will refer to 
element (j - 1)p + i of vet S, which is also the element in the ith row and 
jth column of S. 
We shall assume that all fourth moments of x are finite and shall 
represent a standardized fourth order moment by 
8,, = b{(xi-~i)(Xj-_j)(Xk-_k)(Xh-_~)} 
rjkh 
( 0ii~jjakkohh)1’2 . 
The p2 X p2 matrix of standardized fourth order moments will be denoted by 
0. Double subscripts will be employed for rows of a matrix with p2 rows, or 
columns of a matrix with p2 columns. Thus [O] ij, kh will stand for the 
element in row (j - 1)p + i and column (h - 1)p + k of 0 and will be equal 
to ‘ijkh’ 
Some pattern and transition matrices (cf. Nel, [lo, Section 21) will be 
employed. The p2 x p2 symmetric idempotent pattern matrices for symmet- 
ric and diagonal matrices will be denoted by M, and &I, respectively. Most 
elements of these pattern matrices are zero. The non-zero elements are 
[Md]ij,ij= [M,]ij,ji=i if if j, 
L”dlii,ii= L”dlii,ii”l 
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Note that M, is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements equal to 0 or 1. 
The transition matrix Kd: p2 x p for a diagonal matrix is formed from the p 
nonnull columns of M, with column indices kk, k = 1,. .., p, and the 
transition matrix K,: p2 x ip(p - 1) for a correlation matrix is formed from 
the columns of M, with column indices kh, where 1~ k < h < p. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
Let W = n’12(R - P). Then vet W has a limiting distribution which is 
multivariate normal with a null mean vector and a covariance matrix which 
we shall denote by Lcov(vec W). An approximation to the covariance matrix 
of vet R is provided by n- ’ Lcov(vec W ). 
Let V = n1/2D; i12( S - Z)D; ‘I2 = n112( 0; ‘/‘SDJ 1/2 - P), where 0, = 
Diag(Z), and let r = Lcov(vecV). Then 
T=(D; 1’2 @ D,- 1’2) Lcov( n”’ vec(S - Z))( D;‘/2@ Dr112) 
= 0 - pp’, (3.1) 
where p = vet P (e.g. [4, Equation (Sl)]). We shall obtain Lcov(vec W) as a 
function of r. 
THEOREM. The covariance matrix of the limiting distribution of vet W is 
given by Lcov(vec W ) = C(r), where 
C(I’)=r-AB’-BA’+AGA’, (3.2) 
and 
A: p2 x p = A(P) = M,(ZsP)K, = M,(P@Z)K, (3.3) 
with a typical element given by [A] i j, k = +( Sik + ajk)pi j, 
(3.4) 
with a typical element given by [B] i j, k = [r] ii, kk, and 
G:pxp=G(T)=K;TK, (3.5) 
with a typical element given by [G] ii = [r] ii, jj. 
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Proof Nel [lo, p. 1441 has shown that 
vecW= [I-+(Z@P+PPZ))M,]vecV+o,(l), (3.6) 
where o,(l) converges in probability to the null vector as n tends to infinity. 
Since M, = Y$[Z,S + ZCp,pJ, where Zcp,pj is the permutation matrix (cf. [9, 
pp. 147, 148, 163]), and M,, = K,,K$, we have 
= $(I@ + P@Z)M,,, 
so that (3.6) may be written as 
vecW= (I- AK:,)vecV+ o,(l) 
with A given by (3.3). Consequently 
Lcov(vecW) = (I - AKl,)lY(Z - AK:,)‘, 
and (3.2), (3.4) and (3.5) follow. n 
The diagonal elements of W are fixed constants, while those of V are 
stochastic. Let r* = Lcov(vecV ]diag V) = I - BG- ‘B’, which is the covari- 
ante matrix of the asymptotic conditional distribution of all elements of V 
holding the diagonal elements constant. Then Lcov(vec W) = C( 1) may be 
expressed in the alternative form 
Lcov(vecW) = I* + EG-‘E’, (3.7) 
where E = AG - B. 
Properties of C( .) in (3.2) are: 
(1) C( .) is linear, i.e., 
(2) If a symmetric matrix Cp satisfies QK, = 0, then 
(3.8) 
C(Q) = @. (3.9) 
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(3) We have 
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c( pp’) = 0. (3.10) 
Let 1, be the p X 1 vector of ones. We then have [9, Equation (4.2.3)] 
Al, = M,(Z@P)K,l, 
= M,(Zt3P)vec(Z) 
=M,vec(PZ2) 
= p. 
Also since KAp = Diag P = l,, it can be seen that B(pp’) = ~1~ and G(pp’) 
= l,l’,,. Use of (3.2) then shows that 
C(PP’> = PP’ - PP’ - PP’ + PP’, 
and (3.10) follows. 
As an alternative to expressing Lcov(vec W) in terms of the asymptotic 
covariance matrix 1 of vecV, Lcov(vec W) may be expressed in terms of the 
matrix of standardised fourth order moments. 0. 
COROLLARY 1. Lcov(vecW) = C(0). 
Proof. Use of (3.1) and (3.8) shows that C(I) = C(0) - C(pp’), and the 
result follows from (3.10). n 
The asymptotic covariances of correlation coefficients given by Isserlis [5, 
Equation (21)], Hsu 14, Equation (79)], and Steiger and Hakstian [14, 
Equation (3.4)] are elements of C(0) rather than of C(I). 
4. APPLICATIONS TO SPECIFIC DISTRIRUTIONS 
Applications of the Theorem in specific situations will now be considered. 
We shall first suppose that the distribution of the observations is multi- 
variate normal and use the notation Lcov,( .) to represent a covariance 
matrix of a resulting limiting distribution. 
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COROLLARY 2. 
Lcov,(vecW) = C(2M,(P@P)) 
=2M,(P@P) - AB’- BA’+ AGA’, (4.1) 
where [2Ms(P@PPlij,k,t = PikPjh + Pi/lPjk, A is given by (3.3), 1Blij.k = 
2PikPjkt ad [Glij = 2pfj. 
Proof. Since (e.g. [7, Theorem 4.41) I = Lcov,(vecV) = SM,(P@P), 
use of the Theorem yields (4.1). w 
Some algebra will show that Nel’s [lo, p. 1431 result is equivalent to (4.1), 
but the relationship between (4.1) and the scalar forms in Hsu [4, p. 4001 and 
Olkin and Siotani [ll, p. 2381 seems to be more clearly apparent. 
We now consider the more general situation where the observations have 
a distribution from the elliptical class. A covariance matrix of a resulting 
limiting distribution wiIl be denoted by Lcov,( . ), and TJ will be employed to 
represent the relative kurtosis [2] of the distribution, or the ratio of Mardia’s 
[6] multivariate kurtosis coefficient to its value for a multivariate normal 
distribution. 
COROLLARY 3. 
Lcov,(vecW) = qLcov,(vecW), (4.2) 
where Lcov,(vecW) is defined in (4.1). 
Proof. We have (e.g. [16, 21) 
I = Lcov,(vecV) = qBM,(P@P) + (7 - l)pp’, (4.3) 
and use of the Theorem with (3.8) and (3.10) yields (4.2). n 
A version of (4.2) in scalar notation is given in Steiger and Browne [13, 
Equation (2.14)]. It is of interest to note that the relationship between 
Lcov,(vec W) and Lcov,(vec W) is simpler than that between Lcov,(vecV) 
and Lcov,(vecV). 
Suppose, finally, that S has the noncentral Wishart distribution 
W,( n - ‘\k n \k- ‘a). This situation occurs, for example, in the factor analysis 
model with fixed factor scores [l]. Let Z represent the expected value of S, 
z = E(S) = Q + \k, 
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let P be defined by (2.1), and let 
Q = (Diag Z) - “2a(Diag Z) - l/2 . 
A covariance matrix of a limiting distribution under the assumption of a 
noncentral Wishart distribution for S will be represented by LCOV,( .). 
COROLLARY 4. 
Lcovx(vecW) = C(2M,(P@P)) - C(2M,(Q@Q)). 
. 
(4.4) 
Thus Lcovx(vec W) is the difference of two expressions of the form of (4.1). 
Proof. We have (cf. Magnus and Neudecker [7, Theorem 4.41; Browne 
and Neudecker [3]) 
I = Lcovx(vecV) = 2M,(P@P - Q@Q), 
and (4.4) follows from the Theorem using (3.8). n 
All expressions for Lcov(vec W) which have been given are singular, as 
they contain null rows and columns corresponding to the constant diagonal 
elements of R and duplicated rows and columns corresponding to the 
duplicated elements of R. If vecp W = KL vet W is a vector of the $( p - 1) 
elements of W above the main diagonal, Lcov(vecp W) may be obtained by 
selecting appropriate rows and columns of Lcov(vec W) or, equivalently, 
from 
Lcov(vecpW) = KbLcov(vecW)K,, 
noting that KdM, = ICE. 
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